
Appendix 1. List of included media* 

 

Title Source 

Push for cancer diagnosis overhaul The Sydney Morning Herald 

Push for radical overhaul of cancer diagnosis The Age 

Men caring for their health is just what the doctor ordered The Sydney Morning Herald 

Doctor, doctor, (don't) tell me the news The Age 

Drop the C-word to reduce anxiety and over-treatment, say experts The University of Sydney news 

Drop 'cancer' label to protect patients from over-treatment, researchers 

say 

The Sydney Morning Herald 

Online  

Doctor, doctor, (don't) tell me the news The Sydney Morning Herald 

Online 

Doctors should avoid saying ‘cancer’ for minor lesions – study The Guardian 

Drop 'cancer' label from low-risk diagnoses to avoid frightening patients, 

researchers say 

ABC News 

Give patients the full truth on cancer: RACGP President-elect newsGP 

Doctor slams calls to stop using the word 'cancer' with patients suffering 

from the deadly disease 

Daily Mail Australia 

Remove cancer 'label' for low-risk conditions, argue researchers Health Central NZ 

Doctors being asked to stop using the 'c-word- NewsHub NZ 

Medical testing: Drop the C-word to reduce anxiety ad overtreatment  ScienceDaily 

Removing the cancer label - overhaul in cancer classification proposed News.Medical.net 

The term ‘cancer’ should be dropped for some low-grade lesions OnMedica 

Australian research refers to the "cancer" flooding proposal to re-name 

the patient-free over-treatment 

Hong Kong News 

Scientists suggest not to call some malignant tumors cancer Medportal 

Cancer: Doctors should avoid saying "cancer" for minor diagnoses Affaritaliani.it 

When is cancer not cancer, and why doctors should be more careful on 

the term 

Men's Health Singapore 

Rethinking the word 'cancer': Study calls for low risk forms of the disease 

to be renamed 

The National 

Drop 'cancer' label to protect patients from over-treatment Iran Daily 

Study calls to take caution when using the term 'cancer' ABC - The World Today 

Medical experts are pushing for the label cancer to no longer be sued 

when describing low-risk conditions 

Channel 7 news Sydney  

Is it time to remove the cancer label from low-risk conditions?  The Conversation  

Doctors told to drop the 'C' word Courier Mail, Brisbane 

Doctors told to drop the 'C' word The Courier Mail online 

What’s in a name? A look into the other c-word Nursing Review 

Doctors Are Asked To Avoid Cancer Words If The Risk Is Small Tribun News 

Researchers from Sydney University are calling to scrap the word 'cancer' 

for low risk forms of disease in a bid to stop unnecessary aggressive 

treatments 

News.com.au 

Full disclosure needed over cancer diagnosis, doctors say after study 

urges medics to drop 'the big C' 

The National 

The Terror of ‘Cancer’  BBC World News 
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Is it cancer or is it abnormal cells? Explaining Risk American Council on Science 

and Health 

Overdiagnosis and the cancer label The BMJ Editor's Choice 

Do we need to go easy on dropping the ‘C-bomb’?  Medical Republic 

Removing the c-word from low-risk diseases – term often inconsistent 

with modern medicine 

Medpage Today 

For low-risk thyroid cancers, doctors shouldn’t use the word “cancer” Patient Worthy 

It’s Time for Doctors to Update Their Definition of ‘Cancer’ MEL Magazine  

Study has found that the word "cancer" can cause harm CTV News  

Debate on the word "cancer" Oncoline - The Onlcology 

Channel 

A team of experts asks to stop calling some tumors cancer El Pais 

They ask to stop calling some low risk tumors cancer Clarin 

A team of experts asks to refrain from cancer NewsBeezer 

Is it time for doctors to be more discriminating in diagnosing cancer? Australian Financial Review 

Online 

Are you sure this is cancer?  Australian Financial Review 

Weekly 

*ordered by date published or broadcasted 
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